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Abstract

This report updates previous articles and commentary presented on Modular Necks from our Tissue Sparing Implant Study Group. In July 2012 we reported that at two years post-op we had encountered no modular neck taper failures or any signs of fretting corrosion, or pseudo tumors associated with the ARC™ Stem.

Today we describe five patients out of five hundred and forty-two who had total hip arthroplasty revision [titanium alloy stem, cobalt-chromium modular neck (c.c.) and c.c. modular head (32 mm or 36 mm), highly-cross-linked polyethylene liner, metal titanium plasma sprayed cementless metal cup]. All patients' were female and all demonstrated progressive hip pain or late instability. All had debridement of the periarticular soft tissue, stem extraction with new primary length cementless stem replacement. At revision and early follow up all patients are doing well, however, we recommend heighten awareness in all active female patients with modular neck stem junctions.
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Introduction

Corrosion of metals has many different mechanisms that all have independent driving forces. One such corrosion mechanism that has recently been attributed to the decline in the clinical acceptance of modular-neck hip implants and recall of two products by Stryker Orthopaedics (Mahwah, NJ) is that of fretting corrosion—that is, component damage within the modular connections. [1]

Stem-neck modularity has been under heightening scrutiny since 2012 with the Safety Alert of the Stryker Rejuvenate modular neck-stem implant [2]. This alert was issued within two years of product introduction into the
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USA market. The Safety Alert defines the potential hazards as follows: “Excessive metal debris and/or ion generation. Fretting and/or corrosion at or about the modular neck junction may lead to increased metal ion generation in the surrounding joint space. Contact between metal ions and tissues and structures during an implant’s service life may result in an Adverse Local Tissue Reaction (ALTR), the inflammation of associated tissues experiencing immunological response (metallosis, necrosis, and/or pain)[3].

Proximal neck-stem modularity has a long history in the market dating back to the proximal modular body of the McBride Hip in 1948 and was followed in 1978 by Bousquet and Bornand with the development of a proximal modular neck-stem that featured a proximal body that was attached to a stem via a conical mounting post. The BSP Modular Stem followed in 1988 and featured a modular collar/neck assembly that was fixed to the stem with a Morse taper joint. [4,5,6].

These were early cementless stem designs and not widely used so there is limited clinical reports on these early modular junctions [4]. These modular designs were bulky with matching metallic alloys. To our knowledge there has never been a report of corrosion or modular junction failure with these early bulky modular junctions. Figure 1.

Modern day designs (2000) have been used primarily in conventional cementless titanium alloy stems with either titanium alloy or cobalt-chromium (c.c.) modular necks. The issues that have plagued these modular neck designs have been fatigue failure of both titanium alloy, and c.c. along with fretting corrosion of the cobalt-chromium necks used with the titanium alloy stems [6,7]. Figure 2 & 3.

The use of modular necks in neck-preserving stem designs has had fewer problems in both areas of fatigue and fretting corrosion as compared to conventional neck resection stems.. The neck-preserving stem reduces both torsional and bending loads reducing the overall stress placed on the modular taper junction. [7,8,9] Figure 4.

The purpose of this commentary is to report our experience with a short curved neck-preserving cementless stem (titanium alloy) used with a modular neck junction of a different material (c.c.) resulting in suspected corrosion failure of the modular neck-stem junction. Figure 5.
Materials and Methods

This is a case series of five patients treated with primary cementless total hip arthroplasty (THA) between April 2010 and June 2016. Stem was the Omni ARC™ neck-sparing stem (titanium alloy stem with hydroxyapatite coating applied to the porous coating and a c.c. modular taper neck) Figure 6.

There were 542 primary arthroplasties performed at four centers during this time frame. Revision procedures on these five patients were performed between December 2012 and August 2016.

Patients presented with clinical symptoms for progressive hip pain or late instability. Three of the five patients were tested for serum or blood cobalt and chromium ion levels. Two patients demonstrated increased metal ion levels. One patient had normal levels. The average time between primary THA and revision surgery was 4.6 years (range 3.4-6.2 years). This is similar to previous reports on trunnion corrosion with head-neck modular taper junctions. [10]

All stems were well fixed and revised by indexed surgeons to a contemporary cementless monoblock style stem. In all four cases there was minor discolored staining of implants and surrounding tissue. Figure 7

Intraoperative Findings

All femoral stems were well fixed with minor black staining of surrounding tissue and retrieved modular necks. Four of the modular necks were angled positions with one being neutral. Minor abnormal looking tissue was debrided with no abductor muscle necrosis observed. Figure 8

Material analysis was not preformed on the explanted devices. The neck-stem taper junction of each device was found to be well fixed with no signs of gross motion. Instrumentation allowed for ease of stem extraction with minor bone damage and conversion to a cementless primary stem length design. Figure 9.

Discussion

Corrosion of taper junctions does occur and can result in significant pain and disability for patients. Reports of neck-stem modular junction corrosion in neck-preserving stems is uncommon however our case report of five patients out of five hundred and forty-two (1.0% revision rate) does demonstrated that there is a risk factor and appears to be more susceptible in active women. Historical publications demonstrate that females respond more fre-
The etiology of neck-stem modular taper junction corrosion in our small series is unclear. Implant design features, neck angle, material, length, offset, head diameter, gender and patient related activities may influence the overall risk of modular junction corrosion. Although we feel the clinical use of modular neck-stem components has performed better in neck-preserving designs as compared to conventional neck resection designs it is obvious that neck-preserving modular neck designs are not without risk of corrosion at the modular junction site.

Ongoing research and testing on enhanced modular neck designs are demonstrating significant reduction in fretting abrasion debris and should be available in the near future. [1,8] We have also seen design improvements in two specific designs that have had identified clinical failure problems and have made design changes that to resolve those problems. [1,13] Figure 10 & 11

**Figure 10. Illustration showing old Dual-Press design to new improved design increasing torsional resistance from 95 ft-lbs to 216 ft-lbs.**

**Figure 11. Illustration showing modular taper improvements from the original OTI™ design to the Encore improvement design. (Courtesy of JISRF)**

**Conclusion**

Modular neck-stem taper junctions are not without risk, however, the potential benefit of fine-tuning joint mechanics (as with head-neck modularity) warrant not only continued use but active research to develop enhanced designs that will reduce or eliminate the current fatigue and corrosion concerns of these modular junctions. The monoblock version of this stem can address many varieties of proxi-
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